
 

 

 

 

Snowman Adventure Block 8 

 

 

Block 8: Cut the sky fabric 11" x 13" and the snow fabric 

 4" x 13". Cut the gentle curve so there is 3½" of snow on the  

right side of the block. Press the seam to the snow fabric. Trim the block to 12½" x 

12½". 

Prepare the Appliques: Use the same body, arms, legs and nose for the snowman 

and the snow lady. I positioned the snowman's hat pattern over a pumpkin 

printed on a fall harvest fabric. Any pumpkin colored fabric will work for his hat. 

I used a polka dot fabric for the hair dryer positioning the template to get a dot in 

the center of the dryer and then used a black fabric pen to outline the dot and 

draw two smaller circles inside the dot.    

Position the snowmen making sure there is room between them for the hair dryer 

and the treat or treat bucket. Fuse the arms and legs that go behind the body and 

the body of both snowmen and edge stitch. Continue with the boot that goes on 

the fused leg, then the other leg and boot. 

Complete the snowman with his vest, arm, hat, nose and treat bucket. The handle 

of the bucket is straight stitched. I used a bright green thread and stitched over 

the line three times. 

 

 



Complete the snow lady by positioning her other leg and boot, hair dryer, hat and 

arm. Place her mask and fuse. I straight stitched around the mask and then used a 

satin stitch to make the band around her head. Satin stitch her hat band. Add her 

nose and cape and edge stitch.  

Use a narrow satin stitch to make the cord dangling from the hair dryer and a 

slightly wider satin stitch to add the plug at the end of the cord.  

Use a black fabric marker to draw the eyes and smiles.  

To complete the wall hanging:  Add a narrow orange border to the top and 

bottom of the block and then a 3½" border to the top and bottom.  

The black cat standing by the snow lady is a pin. I have a large collection of cat 

pins that I used to wear when I was working. This one is just perfect for a 

Halloween wall hanging. The pumpkins are wood and I glued them in place. I 

found then in my collection of stuff I might be able to use as an embellishment 

some day. Some ghost buttons would look good in the sky too. 

Bind your wall hanging and add a rod pocket. 

 


